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Know the new way to make money at any casino in the world just you will set the limits, the method

was developed by the master. He will teach you the way to get all the money you need and the

secret will make you rich. Frequently asked questions:: * Why do you want to show me the system

to make money? Because it was the wish of the master just before he died, to share with the human

beings who are looking for the riches and try to make a balance between rich and poor, the master

gives all his millions to the poor people before his death.* How effective is the method? Highly

effective let's say invincible.* how many numbers do I need to keep in mind? 10 to 12

numbers.*sometimes should change these numbers? always you Should bet on them but you need

to wait for the right moment. we will teach you When. * how many numbers do I need for the

Roulette pre-analysis? You will need 200-350 numbers if you can get 400/500 much better is all

depend on how easy you can get the data for a pre-analysis but you will need at least 200 numbers.

* The data source can be from different wheels? No must be from one a unique source or roulette.*

How long it will take me to get the numbers do I need from the roulette casino I expect to attack? It

will depend on the time elapsed in between spins, the average spin time is normally 1.5 minutes. *

How much money do I will need in obtaining such Data-numbers? You don't need money in order to

record the data observed and write the numbers generated by the roulette you are planning to

attack, we recommend classic roulette wheels with electronic screens integrated that way you do

not need to be as close to the wheel in order to Record, It is your choice if you want to play while

record data,We do not guarantee that this method works on electronic roulette is designed for the

classic roulette*How long it takes to perform the pre-analysis? Once you get the data, the analysis

does not take you more than an hour or two it will depend in how fast you process the data. * How

many roulette wheels I can Attack with the same analysis? Just one but as many times as you

want.*how much money do I need to prove the system? It will vary all depend of the casino chips

value if the chips value is $1 we recommend you start playing 10 numbers which is $1x10

numbers= $10 bugs x spin and we recommend a reserve of 40 chips for a total invest of $50 bugs

we think is enough to resist and escalate to your goal only you can set the limits. > A Simple system

developed by the master. If you really want money without limits need to buy and recommend this

book to a minimum of 10 people, when you've done it I assure you that you will receive the blessing

and power the Master might give you to get all the money you need and enjoy the secrets that are in

this book. *I am the master I will give you all the energy and power to make you rich from my grave

to all those who help me to make a balance between rich and poor people, try it.
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the bad thing is the system doesn't work on line or electronic roulette machines. the good thing I've

try the system in a real casino roulette about six times, it works nice and easy, the first 2 hours

playing i could win $2,800 in an steady way, my initial investment was $200.

This is the first technical book on Roulette I was able to understand, I enjoy playing Roulette for

entertainment value as well as the chance to make some easy cash.Offers solid, statistically valid

options to improve a player's chances at the tables, and he does so at different levels of

"commitment" by the player. You can choose how much time you want to invest in study and

practice, but even the simplest level helps to turn the odds toward your favor.

I've read other books that promised a 55/45 edge over the house, but this pattern, if played

correctly, can tip the odds up to 84.7/15.3 in your favor, You could make this a nicely thing and end

up ahead at the end of the month by $2800 to $7000 per month. I love this book. Easy read, take

notes and go win.

Just what I wanted a professional player suggested this book to me, I win all the time at roulette



winning makes the game fun. Not many books worth it is written in such an easy to comprehend

style as this. of the many Roulette books I've read over the past decade, this is my favorite. It

provides an extensive professional strategy you'll still have had an enjoyable read along the way.

somebody has finally taken all the hi-tech Roulette strategy that you need to actually beat the game

and reduced it into clear Foxâ€™s terms, The book is littered throughout with graphic Strategy Play

illustrations which really drive home its salient points, This may be perhaps the best Roulette book

ever written.

I writer suggests 2 methods of playing.Both of them,are widely known and are all over the

internet.By following them,there is no chance of multiplying the money that you bet.Except if you are

very lucky.I tried both of the methods and they failed.

This is one of the best books to bet on roulette I ever read , the method seems to work. combines

several number of elements integrating them into a single system.

Every time I go to the casino using the technique described in this book I make a lot of money, so I

personally recommend this book excellent.
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